Phenomenological aspects of avor changing processes are considered in the context of the supergravity model. Various avor changing neutral current processes in B and K decays are calculated in such models. For lepton avor violating processes the + ! e branching ratio and the T odd triple vector correlation for the + ! e + e + e ? process are investigated in the SU(5) SUSY GUT. Possibility to nd SUSY e ects through these Flavor changing processes in future experiments are also discussed.
Introduction
Present understanding of the elementary particle physics is based on the gauge theory of quarks and leptons which is called the Standard Model (SM). Although the SM describes experimental results very well up to the present available energy scale, it is possible that new physics appears just above this energy scale. One of the most promising candidates of physics beyond the SM is uni ed theory based on supersymmetry (SUSY), therefore SUSY particle and SUSY Higgs boson searches are the most important targets of the present and future collider experiments.
In order to explore SUSY indirect search experiments are also important. For example, through avor changing neutral current (FCNC) processes and CP violation in B and K meson decays it may be possible to identify new physics e ects. Also processes like proton decay, lepton avor violation (LFV) such as ! e and neutron and electron electric dipole moments (EDM) are important because these are either forbidden or strongly suppressed within the SM.
In this talk we discuss FCNC processes in B and K decays such as b ! s , B 0 ? B 0 mixing, the CP violating neutral kaon mixing parameter K and K ! in the supergravity model and LFV processes in the SUSY GUT.
In the context of SUSY models avor physics has important implications. Since these processes depend on the structure of the squark and slepton mass matrices we may be able to get some insight on the SUSY breaking mechanism. In fact general SUSY breaking terms tend to induce too large FCNC and LFV. In the minimal supergravity model we assume that the scalar mass terms have universal structure at the Planck scale and therefore there are no FCNC e ects nor LFV from the squark and slepton sector at this scale. The physical squark and slepton masses are determined taking account of the renormalization e ects from the Planck to the weak scale. This will induce sizable SUSY contributions to various FCNC processes in the B and K decays 1]. Also if there is interaction which breaks lepton avor conservation between the Planck and the weak scales, the LFV e ects can be induced in the slepton mass matrices.
In this talk after short introduction to the avor problem in the SUSY model we discusses the results of numerical analysis for FCNC and LFV processes within the context of the supergravity model.
Flavor Problem in SUSY Models
As we mentioned in Introduction the squark and the slepton mass matrices becomes new sources of avor mixings in the SUSY model and generic mass matrices would induce too large FCNC and LFV e ects if the superpartners' masses are in the 100 GeV region. If we assume that the SUSY contribution to the K 0 ? K 0 mixing is suppressed because of the cancellation among the squark contributions of di erent generations, the squarks with the same SU(3) SU (2) 
In the SUSY model based on the supergravity these avor problems can be avoided by setting SUSY breaking mass terms universal at the very high energy scale. In fact all the scalar elds are assumed to have the same SUSY breaking mass at the Planck scale in the minimal supergravity model and therefore there are no FCNC and LFV at this scale. Physical squark and slepton masses are, however, de ned at the weak scale and these masses are determined through the renormalization group equations (RGE). As a result we can derive: (1) Squarks for the rst and second generations remain highly degenerate so that the constraint from the K 0 ? K 0 mixing can be safely satis ed. In the following we discuss the results of numerical analysis for the processes listed in (2) 6] and (3) 7, 8].
B and K decays and the Supergravity Model
In the minimal SM various FCNC processes and CP violation in B and K decays are determined by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. The constraints on the parameters in the CKM matrix elements can be conveniently expressed in terms of the unitarity triangle. With CP violation at B factory as well as rare K decay experiments we will be able to check consistency of the unitarity triangle and at the same time search for e ects of physics beyond the SM. In order to distinguish possible new physics e ects it is important to identify how various models can modify the SM predictions. Although general SUSY models can change the lengths and the angles of the unitarity triangle in variety ways, the supergravity model predicts a speci c pattern of the deviation from the SM. Namely, we can show that the SUSY loop contributions to FCNC amplitudes approximately have the same dependence on the CKM elements as the SM contributions. In particular, the complex phase of the B 0 ? B 0 mixing amplitude does not change even if we take into account the SUSY and the charged Higgs loop contributions. In terms of the unitarity triangle this means that the angle measurements through CP asymmetry in B decays determine the CKM matrix elements as in the SM case. On the other hand the length of the unitarity triangle determined from M B and K can be modi ed.
We have calculated the M B , K eters respectively because these quantities are almost equal if normalized by the SM prediction. We have calculated the SUSY particle spectrum based on two di erent assumptions on the initial conditions of RGE. The minimal case corresponds to the minimal supergravity where all scalar elds have a common SUSY breaking mass at the GUT scale. In the second case shown as \all" in the gures we enlarge the SUSY parameter space by relaxing the initial conditions for the SUSY breaking parameters, namely all squarks and sleptons have a common SUSY breaking mass whereas an independent SUSY breaking parameter is assigned for Higgs elds.
From Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 vacuum expectation value, tan , is 2 for these gures and the deviation from the SM turns out to be smaller for large value of tan . These deviations may be evident in future when B factory experiments provide additional information on the CKM parameters. It is expected that the one of the three angles of the unitarity triangle is determined well through the B ! J= K S mode. Then assuming the SM, one more physical observable can determine the CKM parameters or ( ; ) in the Wolfenstein parametrization. New physics e ects may appear as inconsistency in the determination of these parameters from di erent inputs. For example, the and parameters determined from CP asymmetry of B decay in other modes, 
LFV in the SU(5) SUSY GUT
Another interesting possibility to search for SUSY e ects through avor physics is to look for LFV process such as + Recently there are considerable interests on these processes because predicted branching ratios turn out to be close to the upper bounds in the SUSY GUT 5] .
As discussed in Section 2 no LFV is generated at the Planck scale in the context of supergravity model. In the SUSY GUT scenario, however, the LFV can be induced through renormalization e ects on slepton mass matrix because the GUT interaction breaks lepton avor conservation. In the minimal SUSY SU(5) GUT, the e ect of the large top Yukawa coupling constant results in the LFV in the right-handed slepton sector. The numerical calculation shows that there is unfortunate cancellation between di erent diagrams so that Br( + ! e + ) is below 10 ?13 level for most of the parameter space 11]. This is in contrast with the SO(10) model where both left-and right-handed sleptons induce LFV and the predicted branching ratio is at least larger by two order of magnitudes 12].
We have calculated the Br( + ! e + ) in the context of the SUSY SU (5) model and pointed out that the branching ratio can be enhanced for large value of tan once we take into account e ects of higher dimensional operators to explain realistic fermion masses 7] . In the minimal case the Yukawa coupling is given by the superpotential W = (y u ) ij T i T j H(5) + (y d ) ij T i F j H(5) where T i is 10 dimensional and F j is 5 dimensional representation of SU(5). It is well known that this superpotential alone cannot explain the lepton and quark mass ratios for the rst and second generations although the m b =m ratio is in reasonable agreement. One way to obtain realistic mass ratios are to introduce higher dimensional operators such as f ij M Planck (24) T i F j H(5). We investigated how inclusion of these terms changes prediction of the branching ratio. It turns out that the branching ratio is quite sensitive to the details of these higher dimensional operators. Firstly, once we include these terms the slepton mixing matrix elements V ẽ31 Vẽ 32 which appear in the formula of the + ! e + amplitude is no longer related to the corresponding CKM matrix elements. More importantly, for large value of tan , the left-handed slepton also induces the LFV and the predicted branching ratio becomes enhanced by two order of magnitudes as in the SO(10) case 13]. The destructive interference among the di erent diagrams also disappear. We show one example of such calculation in Fig.3 where Br( + ! e + ) can be close to 10 ?11 level for large values of tan in the non-minimal case.
Finally, we consider T violating asymmetry in the + ! e + e + e ? decay.
In the polarized muon decay we can de ne T odd triple vector correlation < (p 1 p 2 ) > where~ is muon polarization andp 1 andp 1 are two independent momenta of decay particles 14]. We have investigated possibility of sizable T odd asymmetry in the SU(5) SUSY GUT 8] . In order to have this asymmetry we need to introduce a CP violating phase other than the KM phase. In this model the phase can be provided by the complex phases in the SUSY breaking terms, for example, the phase in the triple scalar coupling constant (A term). Since this phase also induces electron and neutron EDMs, we have calculates the T odd asymmetry in the + ! e + e + e ? taking into account EDM constraints. By numerical calculation we show that the asymmetry up to 20% is possible. The branching ratio for + ! e + e + e ? turned out to crucially depend on the slepton mixing element which is an unknown parameter once we take into account the higher dimensional operators for the Yukawa coupling constants. For = 10 ?2 we can show that the branching ratio of 10 ?14 is possible with 10% asymmetry which can be reached in future experiment with sensitivity of 10 ?16 level.
Conclusions
We have considered various avor changing processes in the supersymmetric standard model based on the supergravity. Flavor changing neutral current processes in B and K decays such as B 0 ? B 0 mixing, K and branching ratio of K ! are calculated and it is shown that the deviation from the SM becomes as large as 40 % for B 0 ? B 0 mixing and K but somewhat smaller for K ! processes. We also investigated the lepton avor violation in the SU(5) SUSY GUT. It is pointed out that the ! e branching ratio can be enhanced for large tan if we take into account the higher dimensional operators in the Yukawa coupling constants at the GUT scale. The T odd triple vector correlation is also calculated for the + ! e + e + e ? process and it is shown that the asymmetry up to 20% is possible due to the CP violating phases in the supersymmetry breaking terms. Experiments on B, K and LFV processes in near future, therefore, will provide very important opportunities to investigate into the structure of the SUSY breaking sector.
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